8th Grade Supply List 2023-2024

LIST OF ALL SUPPLIES (items marked with * go to first period teacher. SOAR students should not purchase binders or dividers before contacting Mrs. Duncan at pamduncan@berean.me)

- (2) 4 pack dry erase markers (regular point not fine)*
- (5) 1 inch binders:
  1 white (Writing),
  1 green (Science)
  1 black (Bible)
  1 red (History)
  1 blue (Math)
- (1) pack graph paper
- (5) packs wide-ruled loose-leaf notebook paper
- 10-12 glue sticks
- (1) Composition notebook (must be wide ruled and 160 pgs. or more; NO PLASTIC COVERS)
- Red, black and blue pens
- (1) pack #2 pencils
- 3-hole zippered pencil pouch
- (1) 3 prong pocket folder
- (1) pk 3x5 index cards
- (1) colored pens for notetaking
- Colored pencils (not crayons or markers)
- White-out
- (1) 4 pack colored highlighters
- Locker shelf (at least 12 in. tall and sturdy)
- Earbuds (does not have to be Apple brand)
- (1) package of hole reinforcement
- (3) 22x28 poster boards
- Oversized t-shirt (art smock)
- Personal Bible (for use in Bible)
- (1) Sharpie marker
- (1) 1-subject spiral notebook

SUPPLIES LISTED BY CLASS (Supplies from above are organized below by class need. Certain items will not be listed and are general school supplies. Bolded items should be given to the teacher on the first day of class to be kept in the classroom.)

- **Pre-Algebra & Algebra:**
  - (1) pack of graph paper
  - (2) packs of wide ruled loose leaf paper
  - (1) pack of 12 Papermate Flair Markers OR colored pens
  - TI 84 calculator
  - (2) 4 pk dry erase markers
  - 1-subject spiral notebook

- **Literature:**
  - (1) 3 prong pocket folder for research paper (3rd quarter)
  - (1) pack of 3 x 5 white index cards (for Lang. Arts 3rd quarter)
  - (1) poster board for research paper (3rd quarter)
  - (10) glue sticks
  - (1) composition notebook (wide ruled; 160 pgs or more; NO PLASTIC COVERS)

- **Science:**
  - 1-inch green binder
  - (1) pack of wide ruled paper

- **Writing**
  - (1) pk wide ruled paper
  - (1) 4 pack of highlighters
  - Pens for note taking

- **Girls’ Bible**
  - Personal Bible
  - Black Binder
  - Colored pens
  - Journal (keepsake quality)

- **Art:**
  - (2) 22x28 poster boards for portfolio
  - Sketchbook (optional)
  - Oversize t-shirt for art smock

Please label everything, especially uniforms items. When labeled items are found, they are returned to the owner.